Sorcerer’s City: Roscoe Denerak is
the latest Cleric of Tylora to become a
Preost. Congratulations.
Pinebrook: Layto Balâd of Pinebrook
needs the help of an Allyra Ranger to guide
the people of the area. Wants to take
Ironwood back.

Tiara: Relive the past with a single show of
The Ravens, sponsored by Nave Viaggiator'
owner of La Nota Felice.

Countess Sarion of Tiara reunites with

magic. Their leader Dana is a tall stunning
woman with bright green eyes. She carries a
blackwood staff with azurite gems. She says
she uses her staff to remove darkness from
those it touches, that is why it is black. The
coven pays homage to the goddess of magic.

Arrowcrest

Wedding

11/1/3766:

Victoria Cover the realms best Seamstress
has married a local merchant, Quelic Anthar
owner of the Arrowcrest Emporium. They
were promised over 10 years ago and finally
tied the knot. They both will continue to
reside here. We wish them well.

her lost Brother Rokin. After a few weeks of
catching up her brother returns to Hawk Falls
assuming his new title as Count.

AG: The adventuring group, The Gold

DWARF CLAN NEWS

Inn Review: The Blue-Eyed Minotaur is a

The Ulfgar Clan resides in various locations
throughout the realm. The Ulgar clans are the
original runemasters and their clan guards
these secrets. Their leader is currently Eelix
Ulfgar their eldest member and he resides in
Duzan Keep in the Duz Hills. The clan
follows the teachings of Dural. Their most
noble member Governor Frill lives in
Korak’s Reach. There most notable member
is Girru, wields Odin’s Arrows,
The Barazan Clan adopts Thurgood Barazan.
Freki gets adopted into the Dranith Clan and
is now Freki Dranith.
Ayerk is adopted by Thunderhammer Clan
and is now Ayerk Thunderhammer.

Faction Update: We recently got a peek
into the witch coven of the Black Pearl.
Located in Regnum Eon, in the Forest of Lost
Souls. These misunderstood witches seek
those who are lost. They practice various rites
and traditions to help the soul find peace.
They deny all the rumors that they use dark
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Blades has gone missing. They were last
reported headed off to the Inverness Maze.
well-kept inn, in Chervil Keep in the
Kingdom of Styx. It stands on the banks of
the Griff River. They have a nice view but the
clientele is not the type to appreciate such
things. It is a rather common inn but has one
special drink called the Spider’s Web. It is
said to be lethal to those who have a weak
constitution. They also feature exotic dancing
as well as bare-fisted fighting. It is
inexpensive, the staff is okay. The Inn has
excellent mead, and a cocktail called the
Mountain Lion which is quite fantastic. They
have a delicacy called Ropper Wraps, for
8gc, we gave them a try, they were delicious.
OBIT: Andraeus Serrra dies at the age of
71. Andraeus Serrra was a Mariner of Sivan.
He retired from his adventuring group, The
Ravens, to return home here in Berryvale.
Andraeus was the leader of the Sivan faith
here in Berryvale. He was loved by many and
will be missed by all. A request has been sent
to the church of Sivan for a new Mariner. He
leaves behind his wife Anna and three
children and 7 grandchildren.
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